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CFD modelling of meandering channel during floods

D. R. Shukla BE, MTech, PhD and K. Shiono MSc, PhD, CEng, MASCE

The three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) and continuity equations are solved using a standard computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver to predict flow in a compound meandering channel. High-quality experimental data from the UK Flood Channel Facility (FCF) are used to validate the computational results. The flow velocities, free-surface elevation, bed shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy are predicted reasonably well. The measured and predicted flows are analysed qualitatively and quantitatively to improve further understanding of mean flow, turbulence and secondary flow structures in a compound meandering channel. The streamwise component of the mean vorticity equation is used to quantify the behaviour of secondary flow circulations in terms of their generation, development and decay along the meandering channel.

The turbulent kinetic energy equation is used to understand energy expenditure mechanisms of secondary flow circulations. The numerical results show that one of the shear stresses significantly contributes towards the generation of the streamwise vortex and the production rate of turbulent kinetic energy.

**NOTATION**

- \( B \) main channel top width
- \( b \) main channel bottom width
- \( C_{1e} \) constant in \( k - \varepsilon = 1.44 \)
- \( C_{2e} \) constant in \( k - \varepsilon = 1.92 \)
- \( C_{p} \) constant in \( k - \varepsilon = 0.09 \)
- \( E \) roughness parameter (law of wall constant)
- \( E_r \) external body force
- \( H \) total water depth
- \( h \) main channel depth
- \( h(x, y, z) \) depth of water
- \( i, j \) standard tensor indices varying between 1 and 3
- \( k \) turbulent kinetic energy
- \( k_\varepsilon \) equivalent sand-grain roughness height
- \( L_c \) curved channel length for one meander wavelength
- \( L_o \) length of the crossover region
- \( L_m \) meander wavelength
- \( P \) pressure
- \( P_k \) production rate of turbulent kinetic energy \( k \)
- \( Re \) Reynolds number
- \( Re_r \) roughness Reynolds number
- \( r_c \) average bend radius of curvature
- \( r_i \) inner bend radius of curvature
- \( r_o \) outer bend radius of curvature
- \( S(x, y, t) \) position of free surface
- \( s \) sinuosity of main channel \( (L_c/L_m) \)
- \( t \) time
- \( U_i \) mean velocity component in the \( x_i \) direction
- \( u_s \) shear velocity
- \( u_i \) instantaneous velocity component in the \( x_i \) direction
- \( \overline{-u_i'u_i} \) turbulent Reynolds stresses
- \( x, y, z \) Cartesian coordinate direction
- \( Y^+ \) non-dimensional distance from wall
- \( \alpha \) crossover angle
- \( \Delta z \) distance of first horizontal level above the channel bottom
- \( \delta_{ij} \) Kronecker delta function
- \( \varepsilon \) energy dissipation rate
- \( \theta \) angle of meander bend arc
- \( \kappa \) von Korman constant = 0.41
- \( \mu \) molecular viscosity
- \( \nu \) kinematic viscosity
- \( \nu_t \) turbulent or eddy viscosity
- \( \rho \) fluid density
- \( \sigma_c \) constant in \( k - \varepsilon = 1.3 \)
- \( \sigma_b \) constant in \( k - \varepsilon = 1.0 \)
- \( \tau_b \) bed shear stress
- \( \tau_{visc} \) viscous stresses
- \( \tau_w \) wall shear stress

**I. INTRODUCTION**

Flow mechanisms in compound meandering channels are recognised to be far more complicated than those in compound straight channels. The continuous variation of mean and turbulent flow parameters along a meander wavelength, the shearing of the main channel flow at the bankfull level and the presence of strong helical secondary flow circulations in the streamwise direction are some of the important characteristics of flows in compound meandering channels. The secondary flow circulations are particularly important because they govern the advection of momentum, distort the mean velocity distribution and influence bed shear stress, thus producing complex and three-dimensional (3D) turbulent flow structures. In the case of natural alluvial channels, the secondary flow circulations are also primarily responsible for erosion, deposition and sediment transport. Numerous studies have been conducted on flow mechanisms,
mixing patterns and the behaviour of secondary flow circulations in compound straight and meandering channels. A full understanding of secondary flow structures still remains far from conclusive however because of the influence of a host of geometrical and flow parameters that have not yet been systematically investigated in detail. The generation, development and decay of secondary flow circulations along a meander bend, qualitative and quantitative analysis of secondary flow circulations, variations in strength of secondary flow circulations along a meander wavelength and the production and dissipation mechanisms of turbulence are some of the research issues addressed in this paper.

A complete set of detailed velocity and turbulence data is required to research the above issues; however, most experimental data in the literature are not generally a comprehensive set, which may be due to the time and cost associated with compiling such measurement data. For example, during the B23 experiment at the UK Flood Channel Facility (FCF), turbulence measurements were not taken along the meandering channel, without which a detailed analysis of turbulent flow structures along a meandering channel for overbank flow is not possible. Today, numerical/mathematical modelling is increasingly used by scientists and engineers to study flow in compound meandering channels.5–10 In the current paper, computational modelling is adopted to generate detailed velocity and turbulence data for the B23 experiment to bridge a gap in an existing dataset. The results of 3D modelling of flow in a compound meandering channel obtained from a commercially available standard computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code are presented. Quantitative analyses of secondary flows and turbulence along the compound meandering channel using the predicted velocity and turbulence data are given. The findings reported give a step towards a comprehensive understanding of mean flow, turbulence and secondary flow structures in compound meandering channels.

2. THE UK FLOOD CHANNEL FACILITY (FCF)
Details of the experimental data collected at the FCF during the series B programme can be found in the work of Sellin et al.2 The FCF flume is 60 m long and 10 m wide, in which a 48 m long meandering channel was constructed. The meandering channel was laid for a four-meander wavelength. The main channel is 0.15 m deep, trapezoidal in cross-section with a top width of 1.2 m and 45° side bank slopes (Fig. 1). Velocity and turbulence measurements were taken using a two-component laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) system at the main channel apex section only. A miniature propeller meter was used to measure the horizontal velocity components at sections MC1–MC11 (see Fig. 1 for section details). The bed shear stress was measured only at the apex section using a Preston tube on the bed.

3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING
3.1. Governing equations
The Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) and continuity equations, together with the transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy ($k$) and dissipation ($\varepsilon$) and the free-surface equation were solved using the non-hydrostatic pressure code of Telemac-3D (version 5.4).11,12 Telemac13 is the suite of computer codes dedicated to the numerical simulation of free-surface flows developed by the Laboratoire National d’Hydraulique, Electricite de France (EDF). The 3D RANS equations for turbulent flows can be written in Cartesian form as

$$ \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_i} = 0 $$

$$ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( U_i \right) + \frac{\partial (U_i U_j)}{\partial x_j} = - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\mu}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial U_j}{\partial x_i} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( -\bar{u}_i \bar{u}_j \right) + F_i $$

Fig. 1. Geometrical details of the UK FCF meandering channel showing location of the measurement sections (sections MC1–MC11 and sections 1–13)
where \( i \) and \( j \) represent standard tensor notation indicating the \( x, y \) and \( z \) coordinate directions, \( U_i \) (\( i = 1, 2, 3 \)) is the mean velocity component in the \( x_i \) direction, \( P \) is the pressure, \( \rho \) is the fluid density, \( \mu \) is the molecular viscosity of fluid and \( -\nu U_i U_j \) are the turbulent Reynolds stresses modelled as \(^{14} \)

\[
-\nu U_i U_j = \nu_t \left( \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial U_j}{\partial x_i} \right) - \frac{2}{3} \nu \delta_{ij}
\]

where \( k \) is turbulent kinetic energy, \( \delta_{ij} \) is the Kronecker delta function and \( \nu_t \) is the turbulent eddy viscosity. The widely used standard \( k-\varepsilon \) turbulence model \(^{13} \) is applied for calculating eddy viscosity \( \nu_t \). The eddy viscosity is related to \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \) through the Kolmogorov-Prandtl relationship

\[
\nu_t = C'_k \frac{k^2}{\varepsilon}
\]

where \( C'_k \) is equal to 0.09. The following transport equations are solved for \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \).

\[
\frac{\partial k}{\partial t} + U_i \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_i} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \nu_t \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_i} \right) + \frac{P - \varepsilon}{\rho}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial t} + U_i \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_i} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left( \nu_t \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_i} \right) + \left( C'_k \frac{k}{\varepsilon} \right) P
\]

where \( P_k \) is the production rate of \( k \)

The standard values of the model coefficients are \( C'_k = 0.09 \), \( C'_\varepsilon = 1.44 \), \( C_{k2} = 1.92 \), \( \sigma_k = 1 \) and \( \sigma_\varepsilon = 1 \). The conservative free-surface equation is used to calculate the free-surface position and is written as

\[
\frac{\partial S}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial S}{\partial x} \int_{-\infty}^{0} U \, dx + \frac{\partial S}{\partial y} \int_{-\infty}^{0} V \, dz = 0
\]

where \( S(x, y, t) \) is the free-surface elevation, \( z(x, y) \) is the bed elevation and \( t \) is time.

### 3.2. Initial and boundary conditions

As an initial condition, the water surface profile was set parallel to the channel bed to match the uniform flow profile. Numerical simulations were then carried out using steady state boundary conditions, with constant flow rate prescribed at the inlet and a fixed water depth at the outlet end. For the turbulence’s parameter including \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \), Telemac-3D uses the Dirichlet boundary condition at the inlet. Based on local turbulence equilibrium, \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \) are

\[
k = \frac{u_t^2}{\sqrt{C'_k \varepsilon}} = \frac{u_t^2}{\kappa \Delta z}
\]

For the bottom and lateral solid walls, a slip (friction) boundary condition is used. A standard wall function is applied for the fully turbulent region outside the viscous sub-layer \(^{15} \)

\[
\frac{U}{u_*} = \frac{1}{\kappa} \ln \left( \frac{30 \Delta z}{k} \right)
\]

where \( U \) is the resultant mean velocity parallel to the wall at the first horizontal mesh level just above the channel bottom, \( u_* \) is the resultant friction velocity, \( \kappa = 0.41 \) is the von Karman constant \( \Delta z \) is the distance of the first horizontal level above the channel bottom and \( k \) is the equivalent sand-grain roughness height. The near-wall values of \( k \) and \( \varepsilon \) are specified by assuming local equilibrium of turbulence

\[
k = \frac{u_t^2}{\sqrt{C'_k \varepsilon}} = \frac{u_t^2}{\kappa \Delta z}
\]

At the outlet boundary, the zero normal gradient boundary condition is set internally for all the flow variables except the water depth. For the free surface, the zero gradient boundary condition is used for all the variables.

### 3.3. Finite-element mesh

A mesh generator within the framework of Telemac-3D was used to generate the mesh. Telemac-3D uses a two-dimensional (2D) mesh as a base mesh to construct the full 3D mesh. The 2D mesh is an unstructured triangular mesh based on Delaunay triangulation. The 3D mesh is then obtained by duplicating the 2D base mesh on a number of horizontal planes along the vertical. The main disadvantage of using such a meshing structure is that the deeper region of the domain (e.g. the main channel) is under-discretised and the shallower region (e.g. the floodplains) is over-discretised. The accuracy and economy of the solution therefore lie in selecting the optimum number of horizontal levels bearing in mind the near-wall resolution \( (Y^+ \text{ criteria}) \) and the computational time. For this study, the 2D base mesh was built over two meander wavelengths and consisted of 7121 nodes and 13 984 triangular elements. The 2D base mesh was then duplicated over 18 horizontal levels along the vertical. Fig. 2 shows a plan view of the 2D base mesh and an elevation view of the 3D mesh.

### 3.4. Solution sequence

For a detailed solution algorithm of the non-hydrostatic code of Telemac-3D, readers are referred to works by Jankowski \(^{16} \) and Hervouet and Jankowski. \(^{17} \) Telemac-3D is based on a decoupled

![Fig. 2. (a) Plan and (b) elevation of an unstructured triangular finite element mesh of a meandering channel geometry](image-url)
algorithm based on fractional step (operator splitting) techniques in which the governing equations are split into fractional steps and treated using appropriate numerical schemes. This allows the use of different numerical schemes for the advection of flow variables. The semi-implicit streamline upwind Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) finite element method (EM) was used for the advection of velocities and water depth. For highly advective flow problems, SUPG obtains a stable solution. The method of characteristics was used for the advection of $k$ and $e$. The semi-implicit standard Galerkin FEM was used to solve the diffusive terms of the governing momentum equations. The conservative free-surface equation was solved using the semi-implicit SUPG method. The linearised system of equations was solved by an iterative method with an accuracy of $10^{-6}$; the maximum number of sub-iterations allowed was set to 60, which was not exceeded except for the initial few iterations. Successive calibrations to $k_s$ were carried out to make uniform flow conditions. A calibrated $k_s$ value of 0.00045 m was used. The solution was assumed to be converged when the mass was balanced within 0.5–1% and the absolute increment values of the

![Fig. 3. Measured and predicted free-surface elevation across the apex section](image)

![Fig. 4. Measured and predicted bed shear stress at the apex section](image)

![Fig. 5. Isolines of the measured streamwise mean velocity $U/U_s$ at sections MC1–MC11. The horizontal axis represents lateral distance $y/h$ across the main channel and the vertical axis represents the vertical distance $z/h$ (h is the channel depth at bankfull level, $U_s$ is the section-averaged velocity)](image)
flow variables between the two time steps at all the nodes were below $10^{-4}$.

4. MODELLING RESULTS—MEAN FLOW ANALYSIS

4.1. Free-surface elevations and bed shear stress

Figure 3 shows the measured and predicted lateral free-surface profile. Reasonably good agreement is obtained in the main channel. The free-surface elevation is under-predicted on the outer floodplain region, particularly outside the meander belt width. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of bed shear stress. The bed shear stress is predicted well, although drops in bed shear stress near $y/0.25$ m are not predicted at all.

4.2. Mean streamwise velocity

Figures 5 and 6 show isolines of the measured and predicted mean streamwise velocities ($U$) at sections MC1–MC11. The streamwise velocity is under-predicted at almost all the sections, although the distribution patterns are reproduced well. The predicted maximum velocity ($U_{\text{max}}$) is equal to the section-averaged velocity $U_s$ (the measured $U_{\text{max}}$ is 15% of $U_s$) at section MC1 value whereas for MC2 and MC3 it is 10% (the measured, is 25%) and 15% (the measured, is 30%) higher than $U_s$, respectively. The large gradients of $U$ at the inner bankfull level of the main channel, which is a very important flow phenomenon in terms of the generation of shear layer, are predicted well. In all, the $U$ distribution is predicted fairly well with a consistent under-estimation at all the sections. Similar results were also obtained by others, which may show that there is weakness in using CFD to simulate flow characteristics in a meandering channel.

4.3. Secondary flow circulations

To understand the flow behaviour along the half-meander wavelength, secondary flow vectors are plotted at sections 1–13 (see Fig. 1 for the location of sections 1–13). The measured secondary flow circulations are available only at the apex section (section MC3 or section 1), and are shown in Fig. 7. Three anticlockwise circulation cells are seen. The cell near the inner side of the main channel is much stronger than the circulation cell near the outer side of the main channel.

Fig. 6. Isolines of the predicted streamwise mean velocity $U/U_s$ at sections MC1–MC11. The horizontal and vertical axes are as Fig. 5

Fig. 7. Measured secondary flow vectors at the apex section. The horizontal and vertical axes are as Fig. 5
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Figure 8 shows the predicted secondary vectors at sections 1–13. At section 1, the apex, a single dominant anticlockwise circulation cell is predicted and occupies almost the main channel area. At around $y/h \sim 6$, a small clockwise circulation cell is predicted, which agrees with the measured data. The magnitude of secondary flow vectors is slightly under-predicted. As the flow moves downstream to section 3, the anticlockwise cell observed at section 1 disappears completely. A new clockwise circulation cell is, however, seen near the inner side (left-hand side) of the main channel. It is thus evident that this new circulation cell originates from somewhere between sections 1 and 3. The generation of this new circulation cell at section 3 coincides well with the shearing of the main channel flow by the floodplain flow, which is clearly seen from the $U$ profile at sections MC4 and MC5 (see Figs 5 and 6). A strong sign of floodplain flow plunging into the main channel can be also seen around $y/h \sim 0.5$. With this and the large gradient of $U$ at around bankfull level near the inner side of the main channel, impingement of the floodplain flow into the main channel is now confirmed. At section 5, the start of the crossover region, the magnitude of floodplain flow entering the main channel increases. At $y/h \sim -0.75$, a small clockwise circulation cell is seen. This may be another new generation of secondary flow due to floodplain flow similar to the circulation cell at section 3. The circulation cell seen at section 3 gains strength and size, and expands towards where the floodplain flow plunges at around $y/h \sim 2.5$. This cell occupies most of the main channel below the bankfull level at section 7 (the mid-crossover region) where there is still a weak sign of floodplain flow plunging at around $y/h \sim 5.8$. At section 9, the end of the crossover region, the circulation pattern remains almost the same as that at section 7; however, floodplain flow plunging can no longer be seen. This demonstrates that the plunging behaviour of floodplain flow finishes over the crossover section. At section 11, the magnitude of lateral velocity above the bankfull level at the inner side of the main channel is reduced and the secondary flow circulation occupies a larger area than at section 9 and is also weaker. The secondary flow circulation pattern at section 13 returns to that in section 1 but in the opposite sense of rotation.

5. VORTICITY ANALYSIS (SECONDARY FLOW STRUCTURES)

The generation mechanisms of secondary flow circulations can be explained by considering the vorticity equation, which can be derived by eliminating the pressure term in the 3D RANS equations through cross-differentiation. The secondary flows in the main channel are 3D; however, the dominant component is the streamwise direction. In this study, therefore, only the streamwise vorticity was analysed to find the main generation mechanisms of the secondary flow using the streamwise vorticity equation. The streamwise component of the vorticity equation can be written as:

$$\frac{\partial \Omega_x}{\partial t} + U \frac{\partial \Omega_x}{\partial x} + V \frac{\partial \Omega_x}{\partial y} + W \frac{\partial \Omega_x}{\partial z} = \nu \left( \frac{\partial^2 \Omega_x}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \Omega_x}{\partial z^2} \right) + \frac{\partial^4 \Omega_x}{\partial y^4} \left( \nu^2 - \nu \right)$$

$$+ \left( \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial z^2} + \frac{\partial^2 V}{\partial z^2} \right) \left( \nu^2 - \nu \right) + \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial t} \left( \nu^2 - \nu \right) - \frac{\partial \nu}{\partial z} \left( \nu^2 - \nu \right)$$

where the mean vorticity components are defined as:

$$\Omega_x = \frac{\partial W}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial V}{\partial z}, \quad \Omega_y = \frac{\partial U}{\partial z} - \frac{\partial W}{\partial x},$$

$$\Omega_z = \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial U}{\partial y}$$
5.1. Point of origin of secondary flow circulations

The secondary flow structure in a compound meandering channel has been illustrated by many researchers by sketching the flow pattern along the meandering channel. The point of origin has not however been investigated yet. Based on study of the point of origin of secondary flow circulations and their generation and decay patterns, geometrical and flow parameters that influence and control the generation of secondary flow circulations can be investigated using the depth-averaged streamwise vorticity ($\Omega_x$).

The depth-averaged streamwise vorticity ($\Omega_x$) was calculated using the predicted components of velocity in the main channel and is plotted across the main channel at sections 1–13 along the half-meander wavelength in Fig. 9. (A negative value indicates clockwise secondary flow circulation and a positive value means counter-clockwise circulation.)

Figure 9 shows that there are positive and negative values of the depth-averaged streamwise vorticity across section 1. Negative vorticity values are seen near the edge of the floodplain and the right-hand corner of the main channel, indicating two clockwise circulation cells. The majority of positive values appear in the centre part of the main channel, meaning counter-clockwise circulations as also seen in Fig. 8. There are also three maxima of positive values across the section, which might indicate three counter-clockwise circulations as seen in Fig. 7 and possibly not visible in Fig. 8. At section 3, most positive values in the previous

Fig. 9. Predicted depth-averaged streamwise vorticity across the main channel at sections 1–13. The horizontal axis represents lateral distance across the main channel normalised by width of the main channel at bankfull level ($y/B$). The vertical represents the depth-averaged streamwise vorticity ($\Omega_x$) normalised by $U_S/H$. 
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section become nearly zero, which implies the counter-clockwise circulation has disappeared and suggesting the decay of the circulation cells observed at section 1. There is also a distinctly large negative value in the left-hand corner of the bed, which suggests the formation of a new clockwise circulation. This clockwise circulation gains in size and strength as the flow moves downstream to reach a maximum at section 7, which is the middle of the crossover region. After section 7, this circulation is weakened over the bend from sections 9–13. The depth-averaged vorticity plots for the seven sections shown in Fig. 9 cannot be used to locate the point of generation of secondary flow circulations; however, it should be between sections 1 and 3.

From the distribution of positive and negative values of depth-averaged streamwise vorticity across sections, an overall dominant circulation in the main channel can be identified, but its magnitude cannot be determined. To investigate the magnitude of the overall dominant circulation in a cross-section, the streamwise vorticity was averaged over the cross-sectional area and plotted at more sections along the half-meander wavelength in Fig. 10 where the vertical axis represents the mean streamwise vorticity normalised by \( U_c/H \) and the horizontal axis represents the distance along the meander bend normalised by the total curved channel length for the half-meander wavelength (\( L_c/2 \)).

Figure 10 shows that at \( y \sim 0 \), which is the apex, \( \Omega_z \) is positive, meaning domination of counterclockwise secondary flow circulation. Moving downstream along the meander bend, \( \Omega_z \) decreases and ultimately becomes zero at \( y \sim 0.096 \). \( \Omega_z \) then becomes negative, meaning the start of clockwise circulation domination, gains strength until the mid-crossover region and remains almost the same until the end of the crossover region. Further downstream, it starts decreasing until the next apex section where the strength of \( \Omega_z \) is seen to be almost the same as at the upstream apex section. Fig. 10 can be used to locate roughly a generation point of new secondary flow circulation due to floodplain flow in a compound meandering channel. A new secondary flow circulation is generated at a point where its sign changes from positive to negative; in this case new secondary flow circulation starts generating approximately at a bend angle of 16.58° (between sections 1 and 3 of Fig. 8), which is a considerable distance upstream from the start of the crossover region. This analysis confirms rough illustrations of the

![Fig. 10. Predicted cross-sectional averaged streamwise vorticity at sections 1–13. The vertical axis represents the streamwise vorticity normalised by \( U_c/H \) and \( y = 0 \) represents section 1 and \( y = 1 \) represents section 13](image-url)
5.2. Generation mechanism of secondary flow circulations

Turbulence-driven secondary flow is significant in a straight compound channel, but no analysis of generation mechanisms in a compound meandering channel was found in the literature. To analyse generation mechanisms of secondary flow due to floodplain flow, the crossover section is chosen where both floodplain flow entering the main channel and shear are strongest; in addition, this is the location of maximum vorticity strength as discussed earlier. To understand the generation mechanisms of secondary flow in the crossover section, each term of the streamwise vorticity ($\Omega_x$) in equation (12) was calculated as a cross-sectional mean using the computational results. All Reynolds stresses were determined using equations (3) and (4). Fig. 11 shows the magnitudes of terms A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6 of equation (12). Term A1, which represents the advection of $\Omega_x$, has a very high magnitude—of the order of 10–20% of $(U_H/H)^2$. Term A2, which represents the viscous damping of $\Omega_x$, is smaller than the advection term A1 with a magnitude of 2.5–6% of $(U_H/H)^2$. Term A3, the generation of $\Omega_x$ owing to vortex stretching and contraction, is small—around 0.5–2% of $(U_H/H)^2$. For overbank flows, since the generation of secondary flow circulations is not due to centrifugal action as shown earlier, A3 is expected to be small compared with the advection term A1. Term A4 is the production of $\Omega_x$ by anisotropy of Reynolds normal stresses. The magnitude of A4 is very small compared with A1—less than 1% of $(U_H/H)^2$. Terms A5 and A6 represent the production of $\Omega_x$ by shear stresses ($-\tau_{yy}$) and ($-\tau_{xx}$ and $-\tau_{xy}$), respectively. The magnitude of A5 is 2.5–6.5% of $(U_H/H)^2$. The magnitude of A6, which involves gradients of primary shear stresses, is negligibly small relative to all the other terms in the vorticity equation. From this observation it can be inferred that the primary shear stresses ($-\tau_{yy}$ and $-\tau_{xy}$) do not significantly contribute towards the generation of secondary circulations in compound meandering channels.

From previous research conducted on straight channels, it is established that A4 and A5 are of the same order of magnitude but with opposite signs. Nezu\(^1\) stated that A4 thus acts to generate secondary flow circulations and A5 suppresses them. In a compound meandering channel, an interesting aspect from the above analysis is that the advection term A1 is the most dominant in terms of magnitude and sink terms A2 and A5, but the source term A3 due to an isotropic turbulence is negligibly small. This suggests that the dominant mechanisms behind secondary flow circulation are the advection term and sink terms in the crossover reach. It can be noticed that when all of the terms are added, the sum is not quite zero. This is due to the effect of the boundary conditions of the crossover reach.

6. TURBULENCE MECHANISMS

6.1. Turbulent kinetic energy

Figure 12 shows the isolines of the measured turbulent kinetic energy $k$ normalised by $u^2$ at the apex section. The horizontal and vertical axes are as Fig. 5

Figure 13 shows the isolines of predicted $k$ at sections 1–13. At section 1, the distribution pattern of the predicted $k$ is similar to the predicted single dominant anticlockwise circulation cell.
The predicted maximum of $k$ is about $4u'^2$ and is underestimated. The decrease in $k$ towards the outer side of the main channel agrees well with the measurement data and similar results reported previously. At section 3, $k$ decreases but the distribution pattern remains similar to that in the previous section. The maximum magnitude of $k$ at section 3 is around $2u'^2$. The maximum $k$ core is shifted laterally towards the outer side of the main channel. At section 5, the maximum $k$ core is shifted laterally near the outer (right) side of the main channel. A new zone of high $k$ at around bankfull level near the inner (left) side of the main channel is observed. This highly turbulent zone at the inner bankfull level of section 5 is formed due to the shear interaction between the main channel and the floodplain flows, which is much higher than the turbulence generated by the boundary. As the flow travels further downstream to section 7, the high-$k$ zone develops further and extends laterally towards the right-hand side of the main channel. The maximum magnitude of $k$ at section 7 is around $11u'^2$. At section 9, this highly turbulent region travels further towards the inner side (right-hand side) of the main channel with a maximum $k$ of around $9u'^2$. At sections 11 and 13, the magnitude of $k$ decreases further. At section 13, the pattern and magnitude of $k$ form a mirror image of section 1. From the $k$ distributions along the meandering channel, all the patterns are very similar to those of the streamwise velocity and secondary flow and the core of $k$ due to floodplain flow mixing and secondary flow shearing being much larger than near boundary.

### 6.2. Turbulent kinetic energy budget

In a simple and compound straight channel, the production of turbulent kinetic energy is mainly from boundary and transverse shear. In the crossover section of a compound meandering channel, however, the boundary shear stress becomes very small compared with the bend section.\textsuperscript{23} To understand whether the production rate of $k$ is mainly from boundary and transverse shear or floodplain flow shear and secondary flow shear, the source term of $k$ over the crossover reach was determined. The source term is $T_4$ in the following equation

$$
\frac{\partial T_1}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} \frac{\partial T_1}{\partial x} = -\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ U \left( \frac{U_t}{2} + \frac{p}{\rho} \right) - \frac{U}{x} \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ U \frac{\partial U}{\partial y} \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left[ U \frac{\partial U}{\partial z} \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \mu \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \mu \frac{\partial U}{\partial y} \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left[ \mu \frac{\partial U}{\partial z} \right]$

Detailed physical meanings of all the terms can be found in Ref. 14. Expansion of $T_4$ gives

$$
T_4 = P_1 - u' \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} - v' \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} - w' \frac{\partial W}{\partial z} - \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial W}{\partial z} \frac{\partial W}{\partial z} - \mu \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} \frac{\partial U}{\partial x} - \mu \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} - \mu \frac{\partial W}{\partial z} \frac{\partial W}{\partial z}$

Each term in equation (15) was calculated using computational results and plotted along the crossover region in order to understand the production rate of $k$. Fig. 14 shows the rate of production of $k$ by Reynolds normal stresses. The magnitude of $P_1$ is negligibly small compared with $P_2$ and $P_3$, and is negative for most of the crossover region. A negative value means dissipating turbulence. The contribution of $-\bar{uu'}$ towards turbulence production is significant compared with $-\bar{ww'}$ and $-\bar{vv'}$. The maximum magnitude of $P_2$ and $P_3$ in the crossover region are around $1u'^2/H$ and $4u'^2/H$, respectively. Among the normal stresses, $-\bar{ww'}$ was found to provide the most significant contribution towards turbulence production rate in the crossover region.

Turbulence production rates in terms of Reynolds shear stresses are shown in Fig. 15. The Reynolds shear stresses contribute towards the production rate much more than Reynolds normal stresses. The magnitude of $P_4$, which is the contribution of $-\bar{uw'}$ to turbulence production, is nearly the same as that of $-\bar{ww'}$. However, terms $P_5$ and $P_6$ are particularly large in magnitude compared with the other terms. At the start of the crossover region, turbulence production rates due to $-\bar{ww'}$ and $-\bar{uu'}$ are nearly equal. Moving further downstream along the crossover region, the magnitude of $P_5$ consistently increases until the end of
the crossover region; the magnitude of P6 increases until the mid-crossover region and then starts decreasing gradually. The maximum magnitude of P6 is around $32u^3/C_3$ (i.e. eight times the contribution of the vertical normal stress) near the mid-crossover region, after which the magnitude starts gradually decreasing. Since the magnitude of P4 is considerably smaller than P5 or P6, it can be inferred that the transverse component of Reynolds shear stress is not significant in turbulence production. From the above analysis, it can be concluded that the $k$ production rate is dominated by both secondary flow shear and shear in the vertical direction generated by floodplain flow entering the main channel; the secondary flow shear is, however, larger than that generated by floodplain flow. This agrees with significant energy extraction from the mean flow due to secondary flow as shown in the vorticity analyses. By contrast, in a straight compound channel, the main turbulence production is transverse shear in the shear layer. The generation mechanisms of turbulent kinetic energy are therefore quite different in compound straight and meandering channels. In terms of depth-averaged modelling, it is very important to consider transverse shear (i.e. transverse eddy viscosity) for a straight compound channel, but not important for a compound meandering channel. This also confirms similar results using quasi-2D and 2D models.24,25

6.3. Turbulence production and dissipation

Turbulent flows are always dissipative due to fluid viscosity. Viscous shear stresses perform deformation work on fluid elements, which increases the internal energy of the fluid at the expense of turbulent kinetic energy.26 For turbulence to be sustained, a continuous supply of energy is required from the mean flow. Fig. 16 shows total turbulent kinetic energy production rate due to Reynolds stresses and its dissipation rate due to viscous stresses, where it can be seen that the turbulence production rate is considerably larger than its dissipation rate. This implies that there is more continuous supply of turbulent kinetic energy from the mean flow than its dissipation rate, suggesting that turbulence is eventually advected with mean flow from one point to another with the magnitude governed by the difference of production and dissipation if the diffusion term T3 is relatively small.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Three-dimensional CFD modelling was used to predict velocity, secondary flow and turbulent kinetic energy in a compound meandering channel. The patterns of these parameters were reasonably well predicted. The standard $k$–$\varepsilon$ turbulence model under-predicted the turbulent kinetic energy at the bend apex section when compared with experimental data. Despite the under-prediction of $k$, the mean flow velocities, free-surface elevation and bed shear stress were predicted reasonably well. The standard $k$–$\varepsilon$ turbulence model utilises several empirical coefficients and constants. These standard values were adopted in this study;14 this may be causing under-prediction of $k$. A calibration/sensitivity analysis of these coefficients is recommended.

Important flow mechanisms such as shearing of the main channel flow due to floodplain flow plunging into and over the main channel, secondary flow and turbulent kinetic energy were observed through the predicted flow parameters. With the predicted flow parameters, generation mechanisms of secondary flow and turbulence production were analysed. The advection term in the streamwise vorticity equation was found to be the most significant, which implies that generated streamwise vortices are not dissipated fully but are advected downstream with the mean and secondary flows. The secondary shear stress was found to become the significant sink term for the generation of the streamwise vorticity. On the other hand, Reynolds normal stresses, lateral and vertical shear stresses were found to be insignificant in the generation of secondary flow circulations. This is contrary to the situation in compound straight channels where Reynolds normal stresses are important. Reynolds shear stresses induced by floodplain flow and secondary flow were also found to contribute significantly to turbulence production in the crossover section, whereas the contribution of lateral shear stress was found to be negligibly small.
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